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U HEARD
IT HERE…
Want to send info to the Trasher?
Send images and words to kcc.
trasher@gmail.com or send a CD to:
Trasher HQ, 3, Rose Avenue, Abingdon
OX14 1XX

Monthly Meeting
The next meeting is Wednesday 2nd
September in the Fox Inn, Steventon
at 8:30ish. Come along and see what’s
going on. Don’t forget to come
paddling before hand meet at the club
hut at 6:15.
Plotting a better river
Tiny plots of ground along the River
Garry are being sold worldwide for £30
to pay for a rhodedendron eradiction
programme.
Landowner Paul Williamson hopes
his novel scheme will open up threeand-a-half miles of riverbank near
Invergarry to more anglers, canoeists
and rafters.
Only a few hundred of the 240,000
metre-square plots have been sold
so far, many to people who can trace
their roots back to Glengarry.
Buyers become members of The
Glengarry Trust, which will eventually
take over full ownership of the land.
Details on www.myglengarry.com.
Seems like a good idea as the Garry is
dam released, Glenda.
Coming Up
5/6th Sept - Canoe Camping Club trip
- Poole harbour/Dorset Coart. Contact
Tony Wilkins for details.
13th Sept - Todd Morris Memorial
Triathlon: Kayaking, cycling and
running -Starting at the club hut, more
details soon
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19/20th Sept - Canoe Camping
Club trip - Thames/Hincksey stream/
Cherwell. Contact Tony Wilkins for
details.
17/18th Oct - Tony’s Dart weekend.
24th-31st Oct - Scotland trip. Contact
Fred Wondre for more details.

www.webtogs.co.uk - UK-based online
retailer for outdoor gear and clothing
·http://www.riversideoxford.co.uk/
- They sell boats and stuff!
www.getwetexpeditions.com – Trips
to Nepal
www.loveitliveit.co.uk - Trips to the
White Nile

Wednesday Night Paddling
Don’t forget to take advantage of the
summer nights whilst you can: http://
kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk/wednesdayevening-paddling-2009/

www.extremeslovenia.com - self
catered accommodation here on the
River Soca, Slovenia

Non KCC Events
Liffey Decent - If anyone fancies a
trip to Ireland please find attached an
information sheet about the Irish Canoe
Unions 2009 Liffey Descent. For those of
you who have never heard of the event,
it is one of the biggest races in Europe.

Freestyle Technique Videos
Alan Ward and Joe Bradley have put
together some freestyle training
videos that can be found here: http://
liquidprojects.blogspot.com/

Tyne Tour 2009 - See the attached
flyer for the Tyne Tour Event in Hexham
Northumberland

www.training-expertise.co.uk - open
and bespoke First Aid training courses
for the outdoors

Watersports day 11th July
Thanks to all those who helped out.

19/20th Sept - Wet West Paddlefest
http://www.wetwestpaddlefest.co.uk/
12/13th Sept - Pyranhafest http://
www.pyranhafest.com/
13th Sept - Pool harbour race
http://www.phcc.org.uk/downloads/
PHCC_RaceEntryForm2009.pdf or
http://www.phcc.org.uk/activities/
harbourrace.htm)
Commercial Break
Recently received ad links:
http://www.yha.org.uk/Images/
Bellever_canoe_flyer_v2_tcm8-12773.
pdf#false - cheap accommodation on
Dartmoor at the YHA
www.ffynnonwenbunkhouse.co.uk
- Bunk house in North Wales.


I will be holding a Wavehopper
Ock BoaterX and Wavehopper
familiarisation
session on the Thursday
Event and BYO BBQ
Sunday 20th September 2pm
KCC/PYCC Abingdon.
Pathfinders, Kingfisher and Riverside
are invited to this event. There are two
classes. The Boatercross involves
racing any boat shorter than 2m down
the Ock from the Drayton Rd. back to
the club. Head to head at 30 second
intervals. Usually 15-20 minutes.
The Wavehopper Race involves
specialist whitewater racers over the
same course. I hope to have ten of
these available. If you would like to race
one of these speak to me in advance.

before (17th) for anyone interested in
using these boats from 6-8 at the club
at Wilsham Rd. Abingdon. If there are
more than 10 potential Wavhopperees,
preference will be given to those
attending this session. Pathfinders
came away with four medals from the
WVH race at Stratford Upon Avon!!
Meet at Kingfisher/Pathfinder Club,
Wilsham Rd Abingdon at 2pm to
register and shuttle boats. After the
event we will have a BYO BBQ. We will
provide charcoal, paper plates, cutlery
and cups. You bring everything else.

This is a fun event in which everyone
can take part, so it would be good to
have a good number. It would be very
helpful to have an indication if you
are going to take part so that I know
I will not be there on my own. If you
don`t want to take part but can come
along to help that would be really
appreciated. Please note that I really do
need to know IN ADVANCE whether
you can help as there are many
important jobs both on and off the
water that I need to know I can cover.
Please help by letting me know in
good time if you can help with this.
davidsurman@hotmail.com
01865 373115

Trash your diary!!!
September 2009
1

2 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ
3
4

5/6
7
8

Canoe Camping
Club trip - Poole Harbour/
Dorset Coast.

9 Club Paddling Session
10
11
12

13 KCC Triathlon
14
15

16 Club Paddling Session
17
18

19/20 Canoe Camping Club
trip - Thames/Hincksey
stream/Cherwell.
Scotland - Wet West
Paddlefest
21
22

23 Club Paddling Session
24
25
26
27
28
29

30 Club Paddling Session/
Kayak/Canoe Taster
Session

October 2009

17/18 Canoe Camping Club
trip - River Dart
18
19
20
21
22
23

3
4
5
6

7 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ

24 Scotland Trip - til 31st
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Pool sessions 2009/10
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Chairman’s ramblings
Some news from Louise August 09:
Site Clear up 4th July
In preparation for the Vale watersports day the following weekend, we had a big
clear up of the site. Thanks to everyone who came and helped out: SB, Neil M, Ken,
(and me) plus Charlie and his dad Mathew from Pathfinders. We managed to clear
back even further than a couple of months ago thanks to SBs most impressive tool
(see pic)!! The site now looks bigger than ever, and we only had one casualty when
Mathew fell over and landed on his nose –paddling is much safer.

MORE MEDIA EXPOSURE!!
BBC Radio Oxford came down
to the river early morning on
Thurday 27th August and did
a piece on the Rowing, Sailing
and Canoe Clubs. Tom Butler,
Sports Development Officer
from the Vale came down at
the end of the course I was
running on the Wednesday
and said the BBC had been
in touch and wanted to do a
piece early next morning. They
interviewed Claire Doubleday
the women`s rowing captain
on an Ergo machine and took
a training boat out. They then
interviewed Mick from the
Sailing Club and then myself
and Joe from Pathfinders.
We notched up a first for
a flatwater cartwheel on
radio!! Joe went out there
and strutted his stuff whilst I
described it on radio. Weird,
huh? Did anybody hear it
or did you choke on your
cornflakes?

KCC Coaches meeting wed 8th July.
We had an interesting meeting mainly discussing the new coaching scheme and
awards. Thanks to Roger W for coming and explaining how this is progressing.
Paul discussed his experiences from his recent UKCC level 2 assessment
confirming that the new level 2 is much more in line with the old level 3 coach
(than the old level 2), with a the emphasis on coaching individuals to progress
much more than general teaching sessions.
Thursday Evening brush up sessions.
We have had some very interesting open boat sessions with everyone (including
me) improving their skills. We discovered that swift ditch is much more difficult
to navigate, when there is a decent flow, in a large open canoe than in a small
kayak! However we did have a great 3 + hour adventure!
Improvers Course August 2009
We had 9 folk come along to the improver’s course this year. It is good to see
that so many of them are keen to go further after their beginner’s course! We
had 4 evening sessions covering as many aspects of paddling kayaks and canoes
as we could. Lots of emphasis on dynamic posture and forward paddling, now
it is just a question of practice and getting out on the river. I enjoyed coaching
such an enthusiastic bunch. Thanks for everyone who came and helped,
especially Ian D, Nick S, Lez, Dave W and Guy.
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FOR SALE
Due to our new lottery
funded boats we now have
some ex Pathfinder boats and
equipment for sale at very
reasonable rates!!
Europa
Dagger Crossfire
Pyranha Stunt Bat
Pyranha Attak
Noah
Falchion X 2
Perception Corsica
Selection of paddles, hemets
and buoyancy.
davidsurman@hotmail.com
01865 373115



Vale Watersports Day 11 July 2009
At the Vale watersports meetings between the Sailing, Rowing and canoeing clubs we thought that it might be fun to
run an open day for the public to come and have a go and see what the clubs had on offer, plus as a chance for club
members to get to know each other and try other watersports. This day was a great success with over 100 folk registering
for participation. We took 64 people on the water kayaking or canoeing, from about 5 years old to grandparents. Sailing
and Rowing were just as popular – I even spied Dave S and Hodge in a rowing boat (someone else was steering), Alison
also managed to get away from the desk long enough to get in a sailing boat. Unfortunately I was too busy to get a go in
anything else, maybe next time. Everyone who came along had a great time, even the ones who capsized! I would think
that we will be having another open day next year with possibly more folk coming along. A big thank you to everyone
who came along and helped or participated for making the day a big success. In particular Alison and Frances for running
registration; Alastair and Neil Jordan for the canoe sessions; Vicky, Neil M, Laurance, Simon, Daryl, Lez, Roger W, (and me);
and of course Dave S for public relations.

Club Boats
Just a note to remind folk that we have a supply of club boats principally for introducing paddlers to the sport. Boats are
mainly used for club courses and Wednesday and Sunday paddling. They are also available for use on club trips, but will need
to be booked in advance with the trip organiser (please can the organiser write this is the booking book) to be sure that the
boat you require is available. Club members are also welcome to use any equipment (provided it is not booked for training)
as long as they book it –preferably in advance to avoid double booking. There is a booking diary in the club hut, plus you can
contact Roger Pass the equipment officer. There is a cost of £10 per boat per session hire to be sent to the treasurer.
Happy paddling, Louise
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Lee Royle
in Norway
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By Simon Knox

Bankside:

5
things to
think about.

Paddling is all about being on the water right? Well yes, however when running
a white-water river, there are certain things that should be done from the bank,
especially if you want your decent to be a safe one.
Here are five things to do bankside for you to think about:

1.

Before you hit the water

Before you get anywhere near the river you should have
had a little think about your plans.
·

Do you know where the get-in and get-outs are?

·

How familiar are you with the river your paddling?

·
Are you comfortable with the difficulty of the river
and the ability of those you’re paddling with?
·
Is all your kit in good order? This includes your
personal paddling gear and shared group equipment.
Remember a guidebook can give you general
information but you should be evaluating you decision
to paddle based on your, and the rivers, condition on the
day. Right up until you launch off the bank. What was a
gently paddle yesterday might can only take a night of
rain to be raging torrent that you might not find so easy.
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2.

Inspecting

Of course not all rapids need inspection and the great
majority of those that do can be done so from your
boat. But there will always be some that you’ll want to
get out and take a look at from the safety of the bank.
Always inspect from a safe position, don’t take any
unnecessary risks trying to get a better or different
view. Remember at the very least falling in the river is
extremely embarrassing and could be a lot worse.
Looking at a difficult rapid will give you a better idea
of whether you’re up for it or not and allow you to plan
your lines. And remember if you’re not up for it then
there’s no shame in...



type of river you are running. A good white-water safety
and rescue course will do wonders in brushing your skills
up as would having a read of ‘White Water Safety and
Rescue’ by Franco Ferrero (ISBN13: 978-0954706159).
Even if everyone in your group is going to run the rapid
don’t be afraid to ask someone to get out and provide
safety cover for you if it makes you more comfortable.

5.
3.

Capture the moment

Portaging

If a rapid isn’t for you today don’t worry, nine times
out of ten you can walk around it. Remember try to
make your portage as simple as possible. Rather than
balancing along a six inch-wide ledge, take the long
way round if it’s safer.
Boats can be heavy and portage trails aren’t the easiest
of paths at times so get a friend to help if you need to.
Finally once you’ve decided to portage, don’t let anyone
talk, bully or shame you into running something you’re
not comfortable with.

4.

Safety

Whether your entire group runs a rapid or just one
person does then you need to decide whether safety
cover is needed on the bank. If it is then you need to
decide on what form it should take; will one person at
the bottom with a throw line suffice?
Safety techniques beyond the scope of this article, but
you should be versed in those that are suitable for the

Obviously the most important reason for being on the
bank when running a river is to get those photos and
videos that allow you to show the rest of the world
what gnarly rivers you’ve been running! You won’t be
able to take pictures of yourself though; someone else
will have to get out for that.
The same rules apply as when you’re inspecting and
portaging; don’t expose yourself to any unnecessary
risk.
Cameras aren’t the only way to capture an image.
It may not be digital but memory are harder to
accidently delete. So if you want to get out and what
your buddies run particular rapid; why don’t you?*

Finally

I’m sure you can think of other reasons to be on the
bank, there’s a reason dry suits have that particular
zip after all! But no matter what the reason, don’t be
afraid to stop and get out of your boat once in a while;
sometimes the view’s better from the bank.
*Not if you’re paddling with me and we’re on a 3
rivers a day mission though!
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Mishaps dans les Hautes des Alpes
The trip to the Hautes Alpes was a long time coming, so I was very much
looking forward to it. I was hoping for an adventure; however a broken ulna
wasn’t quite what I was expecting.

With the cast in Old Briancon
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The river section was grade 4+,
the Ubaye Racecourse, just above
the gorge section. Not the hardest
river of the trip, but a step up from
the warm up days. There had been
several days of hot sunny weather
so the level was high. Kenny
spotted a 2 ft cushion wave on the
bridge stanchion and commented
that it had not been there on his
last visit. Kenny also commented
that he had swam here last
year. Kenny looked nervous, this
concerned me slightly as he was
not phased in the slightest by the
grade 5 run he and two others did
the previous day.
I rationalised that another group
we saw getting on did not look at
competent as us, also a raft was
getting on so swimming should
be safe if it came to it. The shuttle
took about an hour so these
thoughts were circling in my mind. I was not the only one
with thoughts of uncertainty as Geoff was having a oneto-one presumably to discuss his apprehensions after his
swims of the previous day.
The shuttle came back and we got on. While waiting for
the rest of the group I had a little play on a small wave and
immediately felt that I was very nervous. I tried to put the
feeling to the back of my mind and focus on enjoying the
surroundings and the paddling. We set off. The river was
wide and fast, the first rapid was a large and long wave train,
with kayaks and paddlers disappearing into the troughs.
About have way down was a rather sticky hole, by the time
I’d seen I was already heading down into the trough. A
strong front stroke got me through but the effort unsettled
my balance and with the paddle deep in the water I went
over. While setting up for the role I suddenly felt the flow
of the water, this could only mean one thing; the boat
had dropped back into the hole and was stuck. With some
blind trashing I managed to free the boat but then left
myself prone to a beating on a rock once in the flow again.
Another roll attempt gave me the opportunity to see Robin
lining up for the Eskimo rescue. Looking like the easy way
out I dropped my paddles and threw my hands up to reach
for his boat, but nothing was there.
Robin had hit a rock and lost the rescue position, this
then became my first swim. I was able to grab my boat and
traverse my way to the bank; Robin and Bruce where there to
assist. I could see my paddles gingerly hooked on a rock but
they where just out of reach. Also the bank was too unstable
to let go of the boats. The paddle floated off, it was found by
the others but broken by then. I borrowed Bruce’s splits.
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Looking worried before the trip. With Ken and Geoff

We were back running the river and things were going
well. It was quite tricky but I was enjoying myself, taking
each big rapid at a time. The group was moving well and
spirits were high. I was following Bruce down a particularly
long and steep rapid. My view of him was interrupted by
each wave I hit and each trough he disappeared into. The
timing though allowed me to see him hit a large foam pile
and flip the nose up. I was also able to see that he’d actually
hit a so called ‘unhappy V’ shaped hole. Predictably he was
carried, nose in the air, to the centre of the V, where he met
with the other foam pile. This efficiently flipped his boat
over. Like a machine on a factory production line, the hole
seemed specifically designed to flip boats over. I of course
was heading straight into it’s jaws with little time to prepare.
I set up a strong forward stroke to smash through the pile
then power through it, but no, the hole was far too efficient
for all that and I found myself capsized.
I set up for my faithful back-deck roll, purely out of habit
really, not the best roll for the situation. As I brought one
blade out of the water and the other perpendicular to the
boat, I felt the water pressure tighten. This was an indication
that the flow had increased, I also felt the drop right before
the very hard rock. Things don’t tend to hurt as much
underwater, I’m sure we can all remember times when we
have got out of the water to find a cut or graze and wonder
how it got there. I remember hitting the rock but not the
actual impact on my arm. I usually use two hands to pull
the deck and certainly my right hand, but I remember no
pain associated with this. Also swimming and grabbing the
line, I was very short of breath, gasping and choking, but no
pain. The first time I felt something was wrong was when I
climbed onto the bank. My biggest concern apart from the
10

pain was obviously keeping face in front of the others. Tales I went for the steep bank option. Ken and Garry had set up
are often told of events on the river so when the events are
a climbing rope using two throw-lines. With Bruce pushing
happening it’s important to be mindful of how the tale will
and Ken making foot holds I slowly step by step made
be told. I winced and grimaced making a show of trying
progress hauling myself up with my left hand. The pain was
to ignore and suppress the pain. I began to feel very faint
bearable as I had a sling and the ibuprofen and adrenalin
however, so went to lie down on some sand. I looked up
had yet to wear off. Eventually we made to the road and I
to see the faces all looking down at me, all looking very
thumbed a lift to the rafting station where we called for an
concerned. Thankfully Mally was carrying a first aid kit and
ambulance. I was still trying to persuade the others I was
was able to make me comfortable with a
fine and I’ll just go back to the chalet for a
sling and some ibuprofen. There was talk of
sit down. They insisted I went to hospital,
“...a
200m
clamber
getting a chopper in to airlift me out as the
assuring me it was not the same 3-4 hour
over rocks at the
sides banks were too steep. The situation
wait as with a&e in England.
side
of
the
river
to
a
began to dawn on me; no way down
The volunteer fire and ambulance
rafting station, a 50m
the river, unlikely to get out of the sides. I
service arrived and the Pompier began
climb up a 45degree
protested against the idea of a chopper, I
inspecting my injuries. I learnt very quickly
lose bank up to the
was hurt but what if it was only bruising.
to communicate “It hurts here, there is no
road, or an airlift. “
Being rescued by a helicopter for having
need to squeeze it thank you!” Ken joined
a bit of a bruised arm was not the tale I
me in the ambulance for the 40 minute
wanted to be told.
journey to the hospital, which went smoothly except for
Ken and Garry went scouting for a way up the steep
the occasional Italian lorry driver who did not want to
banks while others looked for a way out further down
pull over. I was staring at the sky out of the back window,
river. A while later the options came back; a 200m clamber
however Ken could see out of the front and judging by
over rocks at the side of the river to a rafting station, a 50m
his face there must have been some very close overtaking
climb up a 45degree lose bank up to the road, or an airlift.
manoeuvres. The same could be said when weaving
through the city traffic, this was also
indicated by the whoops and shouts
of the driver and his mate. When Ken
On The Gyronde; going up stream: Ashley, Geoff, Gary, Mally
asked if they enjoyed this bit, they
assured us that it was the helping
people that they enjoyed.
The hospital was very efficient
even with the language barrier. I was
consulted, x-rayed and bandaged
all within an hour of arriving. All the
Doctors Nurses and Radiographer
where all polite friendly and very
pretty in that certain French way.
I also had an untapped supply
of gas and air. Easily the best
hospital experience I’ve ever
had. Unfortunately not the best
medically, as when I got home and
went to the JR for a check up, they
found that the particularly attractive
radiographer had x-rayed at the
wrong angle and failed to spot
the break was displaced by 20mm.
I have since had an operation to
re-set the bone and have metal
plate installed. I’ve learnt it’s time
to re-think my roll and whenever
on a river be thankful of those who
appear to carry too much kit.
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Hi Guys, here are some useful articles form the BCU coaches newsletter. I have
found them very good for coaching this year and also to help me improve my own
paddling. I thought they should be read by a wider audience than just coaches as
they are so helpful. Try some of this out yourselves, Louise.
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BORDERS, BOATS AND BEARS!!
Pathfinders in Slovenia July 2009

by Dave Surman

Yeah, Slovenia 2009 was like a burger. Brilliant juicy tasty succulent, sandwiched by some fluffy,
burnt, mouldy bread at either end. Okay, I`m through with the metaphorization. To the action!!
The journey
Let`s get this straight Easyjet rocks!! True you have to pay £15 to check a bag
and another £33 to check the boat on top of the fare. That only gives you a total
of 32 Kg check in allowance, but you have no weight restriction on hand baggage
as long as it fits into the test space. With a bit of judicious packing and sharing,
it is possible to keep within the limits, take a tent and carry most of your off river
clothes in hand baggage (or wear them). We held a pre trip weigh in, when I
came up with a very credible 31.7 Kg. My Necky Orbit Fish weiged 19Kg, whereas
Chyavan with a light boat had the pleasure of being delegated to carry the
emergency inflatable roof rack!

TEAM SLOVENIA 09

The flight from Stansted to Ljubljana was cool. We gained a certain notoriety on
board as the captain apologised for the slight delay in take off, due to problems
loading some kayaks. Then Chyavan suddenly remembered he had forgotten to
deflate his airbags prompting thoughts of exploding airbags in the hold!!

Seth Townley, James Crask,

Now Europcar belong to the Bob The Builder school of marketing (“Yes We Can”)
They will assure and reassure you both verbally and in writing, that the roof rack for
the 9 seater vehicle which you have booked and paid for in advance, will actually
be there when you arrive. Having been caught out once before, I insisted on written
confirmation which I took with me. At the desk at Ljubljana, however the similarity
with Bob the Builder ended. The actual operations arm of Europcar go by the
mantra “No we can`t”. After some “negotiation” they gave us an 8 seater vehicle with
three seats removed and a car to transport our party and the five kayaks. During this
two hour process a roof rack also appeared which meant that all was set for the two
and a half hour drive to the Soca Valley.

Dave Surman,
Joe Callard (PYCC),
Dan Arquimbau (PYCC)
Harry Quigley (PYCC),
Chyavan Rees (PYCC).
George Middleton (PYCC),
Paul Moore, Matt Guy,
Doug Winstone, Pete,
Caroline, Sam Callard.

The Area
The drive north through the mountains is magnificent. We stopped in a village
outside Kranska Gjora Ski Resort to eat. Harry, Dan, Chyavan and George had a
monster family size pizza for 20E between them.
The Soca valley is in the North of Slovenia just a few miles from the Italian border.
The story goes that an elderly resident had lived in the same house all his life,
but had lived in four different countries. The valley had been at the forefront of
fighting during the First World War. A resident could have been part of Italy, Austria,
Yugoslavia, Slovenia without even moving house!
We headed for the campsite at Trnovo Ob Soci near Bovec. We went the slightly
easier route crossing over into Italy for twenty minutes before heading back into
Slovenia. The Callard family, in another car took the long windy mountain road and it
took them longer.
The campsite is on the banks of the river just above the slalom site. It is also
conveniently close to the Alpin Action Kayak shop where we hired the remaining
five kayaks for 18E per day.
There are a variety of campsites in the valley from above Bovec to Kobarid and all
seem to be good. It all boils down to where you want to be in the valley, whether
you want to be on the river and how near town you want to be. All are within
reasonable driving distances of the river sections.
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The Soca
The Soca is scenically magnificent, being a translucent emerald colour with a
fantastic backdrop. It provides consistent whitewater at grade 1-3 with some 4 and
if you include Siphon Canyon 5. We were lucky in that the previous week there was
rain and thunderstorms. It had also been a good snowpack year which meant that
levels in July were more like May levels. According to Pietro at Alpin Action levels
were running at 25 cumecs rather more than the more typical 15 cumecs for July
and 8 in August. Even at low levels it is however , still runnable.
The first day we ran the section from Cezsoca Bridge down to Srepenica. This
started as some gentle 1-2 warm up and finished with a good grade 3 section.
Most of us then went on to run the more challenging second Srepenica section,
where Harry now has a hole named after him!!
During the evening a few of us set out to run the Koritnica, a small tributary which
looked as if it had enough water to run. As I had not run it before I wanted to be sure
it was suitable for the group so we had a recce posse. It was superb. It started off
with quite a feisty narrow little gorge and then continued as a continuous beautiful
little river running at grade 2-3 in true Alpine style with a great finishing rapid. As we
got off we were told that according to local agreement we shouldn`t be paddling
after 6pm and risked a 500E fine if we did it again. Oops!!
Late off the river we were desperate for food. We had had breakfast in the local
restaurant in Srpenica and had noticed that Bear Goulash was on the menu! When
asked whether he had enough for 13 people, the owner said he had 10Kg of bear
(just within the handbaggage allowance?). I was a little unsure about whether
I should be eating bear but was told that they were not endangered and were
plentiful near the Croatian border so went for it. It was very tender.
The following day we set off to run the Koritnica with the whole group. Brilliant
run, however it took us longer than our evening run, so by the time we reached
the Soca confluence it was nearer tea time than lunchtime. We therefore decided
to leave the upper section of the Soca until the following day and instead, run the
second Srpenica again for all, followed by the harder slalom course section for some.
Srepenica did not disappoint with chutes and eddies behind huge boulders and
Harry`s Hole proved as entertaining as ever!
At the campsite we continued on through the slalom site with Joe, Harry and
Chyavan. Here the water was more powerful and all did extremely well with some
good rolling and Chyavan keeping it all together after broaching on a rock.
We had set up lines with Paul and Matt at the must make get out.
Unfortunately Doug “Aquaman” parted company with his boat at the critical point
just above the canyon. Boat chases beyond the get out are a
no no, so there was no option but to leave the boat (which
was hired from Alpin Action). Fortunately Doug`s insurance
will cover the lion`s share of the cost. Maybe it was the
Revenge of last night`s Bear!!
Ah well another evening get off, no threat of a fine
tonight, just the financial damage of a lost boat!
The final day we went to the upper part of the river above Bovec. This was
graded 1-3 with a little gorge somewhere on route graded 4.
We started off on a great little tight boulder garden which proved quite lively.
This then opened up to beautiful continuous grade 2-3. Then we came to the
gorge. It was like nothing we had come across before on the river. It was tight
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narrow and had a rock splitting the current at the entrance. The portage was a
grade 4 portage too! We spent some time here, either running, rescuing, portaging
or watching the obligatory Germans throwing themselves down it in full face
helmets…and swimming. No towels on deck chairs here, just full face helmets!
Paul`s group took the right hand route and all did exactly the same, hitting an
outcropping rock and rolling. Okay so the next few minutes were spent retrieving
Harry`s boat. The decision amongst my group was either to portage or run it on
the left route. Seth, James and Doug all got the perfect smooth line. I managed to
clip the rock enforcing a roll, this was followed by a certain maelstromization in the
upwelling boils of the gorge exit!
After this the river produced superb continuous water up to grade 3 in a beautiful
setting past the Koritnica confluence to the bridge at Cezsoca.
The standard of paddling amongst Pathfinders was very impressive from
everyone. We worked on reading the river, spacing, making eddies, eddy hopping
and controlled descents. Everybody increased their confidence and ability to adapt
and hold it together when unexpected things happened, as they do on rivers. Off
the river too everybody worked really well together and were a pleasure to be with.
For the last evening we went into Kobarid to eat. Despite having difficulty initially
finding somewhere big enough to accommodate 13 of us outside, we at last
managed to find a pizzeria in an unlikely hidden location. As James said it was like
sitting outside at a table in someone`s drive. We kept expecting someone to come
home from work and demand access to his garage. However as the sun went down,
the pizza came out and we noticed the floodlit church on the mountain above us it
was a very magical front drive!

Running for the border
And so after the luscious juicy burger, to the burnt mouldy bread!
Our flight was not until 5.30 so on the morning we grabbed a quick visit to the
look at the ski mountain of Kanin via the cablecar. After this we packed up and
headed for the airport.
All was well until we reached the Italian Slovenian border post. The red stoplight
showed and the power steering went on the vehicle. After an inspection by Paul
and myself we concluded that the vehicle was a no goer! Time was ticking on
and we had a plane to catch. I contacted Europcar who said they would send a
replacement vehicle but that it would take an hour and a half at least and so we
would miss the flight.
Luckily enough we had two cars with us so were able to get Dan, Chyavan, Harry
(who was desperate to get to the Truck Festival) and George to the airport in time to
make the flight. This left four of us and five boats who missed the plane.
We were rebooked on the next day`s flight and had to get accommodation for
the night. We even got a ride into Ljubljana in a stretch limo for the same price as
a minibus. How cool is that? The total bill for extra expense for four of us came to
400E. I submitted my complaint and claim to Europcar on 26th July and it has been
ignored. Europcar are obviously using “Alice in Blunderland” as their staff training
manual. It`s difficult to imagine how a company could make so many blunders.
We are now into gloves off, no holds barred warfare involving the media.Watcdog
have been notified as well as the Guardian Consumer Page and a thread is raging
away on the forum on www.ukriversguide.co.uk even as we speak.
Watch this space.
Other than that it was a brilliant five days.
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Norway! No way!
See next issue for the word on these rivers...

Back issues can be downloaded from www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk if you are a club member.
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